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Tsenlan-Yamatai Articles Of Statehood

This document defines the terms of statehood for Tsenlan as part of the Yamatai Star Empire following
the Arrival of the Norians in YE 44.7.

Preamble

This article defines the terms of statehood for Tsenlan as part of the Yamatai Star Empire. It details the
process of Tsenlan's dissolution of sovereignty on a nation level and demilitarization of the MERN (Minatu
Empire Royal Navy) and its assets.

Overiding Statement

Tsenlan submits to the Yamatai Star Empire recognizing the rulership of Empress Himiko I and The
Constitution of Yamatai Star Empire. The Yamatai Star Empire recognizes Tsenlanese as a state, granting
its people citizenship and the protection of the Star Army of Yamatai.

Articles

The Yamatai Star Empire grants Tsenlan official statehood within the Empire.1.
it also recognizes the local monarchy of the Caeyara and Eitan Ysi, which will serve as a local
government.
it grants the Akina System for the development of this new state.
it allows Tsenlan to appoint a Senator to represent their new state in the Senate of Yamatai.
it will provide Soul Transfer to allow for reanimation of Tsenlan people held in Integrated
Digital Essence Backups.1)

It will allow the safe connection of Mindhive Technology to SYNC and civilian PANTHEON.
The Yamatai Star Empire recognizes the unique culture of the Norian people.2.
The Yamatai Star Empire grants the Tsenlan state the protection of the Star Army of Yamatai.3.

The Tsenlan state will dissolve the Minatu Empire Royal Navy.
Star Army Personnel Command will handle any transfers of personnel from the Minatu Empire
Royal Navy to the Star Army of Yamatai.
The Star Army of Yamatai will allow for the connection of Norian Sthibon Symbiotes to
PANTHEON and allow the use of Norian Telepathy.2)

The Caeyara and Eitan Ysi will be granted the ability to enact the following3):4.
Scrap and Salvage Operations regarding the Arks Alpha, Beta, and Gamma with their
components for use in Sanctuary Technology.
The use of the MERN Aiathogu, to be redesignated ISS Aiathgou as a diplomatic vessel for the
transport of the Caeyara and Eitan Ysi.
The conversion of the MERN E'stlhualas and MERN Ithond into a civilian space station in the
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Akina System.
The Tsenlan state will share details of its technology with the Mistress Taisho of the Star Army of5.
Yamatai so that technological responsibility can be respected in terms of restricted technologies.

REDACTED - Access Restricted Statement - The Tsenlan state will continue to keep the
classified use of Transuniversal Teleportation Drive technology secret. National statements
regarding their origin will remain vague.
REDACTED - Access Restricted Statement - Asune Dimensional Tap Technology will be
presented in terms of warning the Yamatai Star Empire of its dangers only.

The Yamatai Star Empire will recognize biologically engineered Leviathans and Sylphs as sentient6.
citizens as all others protected under The Constitution of Yamatai Star Empire.

Signatory

This document is signed by:

Aestaesys Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara) of Tsenlan
Signature for Yamatai Star Empire is pending.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2022/11/04 05:39.

1)

Since the technology is the same.
2)

To authorized personnel only.
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/norian-arrival-ooc-thread.69456/page-2#post-430345
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